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We study the twisted representations of code vertex operator algebras. For any
inner automorphism g of a code VOA M , we compute the g-twisted modules ofD
M by using the theory of induced modules. We also show that M is g-rational ifD D
g is an inner automorphism. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w x w xIn 11 and 12 , Miyamoto constructed a new class of vertex operator
Ž .algebras VOAs from binary even codes. This class of vertex operator
Ž .algebras is called code vertex operator algebras code VOAs . It is known
that code VOAs have many interesting properties and are related to many
Ž wimportant VOAs such as lattice VOAs and Moonshine VOAs cf. 3, 11,
x. w x12 . In 12 , Miyamoto also classified all irreducible modules of code
VOAs and computed their fusion rules. Using these results, Miyamoto
obtained a new construction of the Moonshine VOA, V a and proved that
the full automorphism group of V a is the Monster.
In this paper, we shall study the twisted representations of code VOAs.
We shall calculate the g-twisted modules of a code VOA M for any innerD
automorphism g of M . We shall show that any irreducible g-twistedD
module of M is uniquely determined by an untwisted M -module forD H
some self-orthogonal subcode H of D if g is an inner automorphism. As
w xin Miyamoto 12 , our main tool is the theory of induced modules devel-
w xoped by Dong and Lin 5 . In fact, some technical details are already in the
w x w xpapers of Miyamoto 12 and Dong and Lin 5 implicitly. We shall also
show that M is g-rational if g is inner.D
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we shall recall the
definitions of vertex operator algebra and twisted module and some
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related terminology. We shall also review some of their basic properties. In
Section 3, we shall review the construction of code VOAs and quote
Miyamoto's classification of irreducible M -modules. We shall then con-D
struct the g-twisted modules of a code VOA M for any inner automor-D
phism g. Finally, we shall prove that M is g-rational if g is inner.D
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES
Ž .2.1. Vertex Operator Super Algebras
In this section, we shall review the definition and some essential proper-
Ž .ties of vertex operator super algebras. First, let us recall the definition of
Ž . Ž w x.a vertex operator super algebra see Kac and Wang 8 .
1Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. A vertex operator superalgebra SVOA is a Z-graded2
vector space V s @ V equipped with a linear mapng Ž1r2.Z n
y1w xY , z : V “ End V z , zŽ .
¤ “ Y ¤ , z s ¤ zyiy1Ž . Ý i
igZ
such that the following conditions hold:
1. Vacuum condition. There is a vector 1 such that
Y 1, z s id.Ž .
Ž . ww xx Ž .2. Creation property. Y ¤ , z ? 1 g V z and lim Y ¤ , z ? 1 s ¤z “ 0
for any ¤ g V.
3. dim V - ‘ and V s 0 for sufficiently small n.n n
4. For any u, ¤ g V,
u ¤ s 0 for n sufficiently large.n
5. Virasoro condition. There is a vector v such that the operators
L s v satisfy the Virasoro relationi iq1
1 3w xL , L s m y n L q m y m d c,Ž . Ž .m n mqn mqn , 012
where c is a scalar and is called the rank of V.
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Ž .6. L ¤ s n¤ s wt ¤ ¤ for ¤ g V .0 n
7. L -derivative property.y1
d
Y L ¤ , z s Y ¤ , z .Ž . Ž .y1 dz
8. Jacobi identity. For any u, ¤ g V,
z y z1 2 u¤y1z d Y u , z Y ¤ , z y y1Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2ž /z0
yz q z2 1y1= z d Y ¤ , z Y u , zŽ . Ž .0 2 1ž /z0
z y z1 0y1s z d Y Y u , z ¤ , z ,Ž .Ž .2 0 2ž /z2
where
11 if wt u g q Z2u s ½ 0 if wt u g Z.
The space V s Ý V is called the e¤en part of V, and V s0 ng Z n 1
Ý V is called the odd part of V.ng1r2qZ n
Ž .A vertex operator algebra VOA is simply a SVOA with the odd part
V s 0.1
Ž .Remark 2.2. The Jacobi identity 8 can be equivalently replaced by the
Ž w x w x.commutativity see Dong and Lepowsky 4 and Li 9
n u¤z y z Y u , z Y ¤ , z y y1 Y ¤ , z Y u , z s 0 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2 2 1
for a sufficiently large positive integer n. Here, n depends on both u and
¤ .
Ž .DEFINITION 2.3. A module for a SVOA or VOA is a Q-graded vector
space M s @ M equipped with a linear mapng Q n
y1w xY , z : V “ End M z , zŽ .M
¤ “ Y ¤ , z s ¤ zyiy1Ž . ÝM i
igZ
such that the following hold:
Ž .1. Y 1, z s id.M
2. dim M - ‘ and M s 0 for sufficiently small n.n n
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3. For any u g V, ¤ g M,
u ¤ s 0 for n sufficiently large.n
4. The operators L s v satisfy the Virasoro relationi iq1
1 3w xL , L s m y n L q m y m d c.Ž . Ž .m n mqn mqn , 012
Ž . Ž .5. L w s nw s wt w w for w g M n g Q .0 n
dŽ . Ž .6. Y L ¤ , z s Y ¤ , z .M y1 Mdz
7. Jacobi identity. For any u g V,
z y z1 2 u¤y1z d Y u , z Y ¤ , z y y1Ž . Ž . Ž .0 M 1 M 2ž /z0
yz q z2 1y1= z d Y ¤ , z Y u , zŽ . Ž .0 M 2 M 1ž /z0
z y z1 0y1s z d Y Y u , z ¤ , z .Ž .Ž .2 M 0 2ž /z2
Remark 2.4. As in Remark 2.2, the Jacobi identity can be replaced by
the following conditions:
1. Commutativity. For any u, ¤ g V,
n u¤z y z Y u , z Y ¤ , z y y1 Y ¤ , z Y u , z s 0 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 M 1 M 2 M 2 M 1
for n sufficiently large.
2. Associativity. For any u, ¤ g V, w g W,
k kz q z Y Y u , z ¤ , z w s z q z Y u , z q z Y ¤ , z wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 0 M 0 2 0 2 M 0 2 M 0
3Ž .
for some sufficiently large positive integer k.
2.2. Intertwining Operators
Ž . Ž 1 1. Ž 2 2 .DEFINITION 2.5. Let V, Y be a VOA and let W , Y , W , Y and
Ž 3 3.W , Y be V-modules. An intertwining operator of type
W 1
2 3ž /W W
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is a linear map
2 3 1  4I , z : W “ Hom W , W zŽ . Ž .
u “ I u , z s u zyny1Ž . Ý n
ngQ
satisfying
1. For any u, ¤ g V,
u ¤ s 0 for n sufficiently large.n
dŽ . Ž .2. I L ¤ , z s I ¤ , z .y1 dz
3. Jacobi identity. For any u g V, ¤ g W 2,
z y z yz q z1 2 2 1y1 y1z d Y u , z I ¤ , z y z d I ¤ , z Y u , zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2 0 2 1ž / ž /z z0 0
z y z1 0y1s z d I Y u , z ¤ , z .Ž .Ž .2 0 2ž /z2
The set of all intertwining operators of type
W 1
2 3ž /W W
is denoted by
W 1I .V 2 3ž /W W
We shall often omit the V in
W 1IV 2 3ž /W W
to simplify the notation.
W 1 W 1 W
1Ž .2 3 2 3Remark 2.6. Let N s dim I . These integers N2 3W , W V W , WW W
are usually called the ``fusion rule.'' For convenience, we shall often
consider the fusion product
W 2 = W 3 s N W2 3W ,Ý W , W
W
where W runs over the set of equivalence classes of irreducible V-modules.
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2.3. Tensor Product
Ž 1 1 1 1. Ž 2 2 2 2 . ŽDEFINITION 2.7. Let V , Y , v , 1 and V , Y , v , 1 be SVOAs or
. 1 2VOAs . The tensor product of V and V is the quadruple
V 1 m V 2 , Y 1 m Y 2 , v1 m 12 q 11 m v 2 , 11 m 12Ž .
with the vertex operator Y 1 m Y 2 defined as
1 2 1 2 1 2 y1w xY m Y u m ¤ , z s Y u , z m Y ¤ , z g End V m V z , zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for any u m ¤ g V 1 m V 2.
We shall also need the fusion rule of V 1 m V 2. The proof of the
w xfollowing theorem can be found in 6, 12 .
THEOREM 2.8. Let V and W be rational VOAs. Let V 1, V 2, V 3 be
irreducible V-modules and let W 1, W 2, W 3 be irreducible W-modules such
that N V
3
1 2 F 1. Then,V , V
V 3 W 1I m IV W1 2 2 3ž / ž /V V W W
V 3 m W 3( I .VmW 1 1 2 2ž /V m W V m W
Remark 2.9. In this paper, we are mainly interested in the VOA that
contains a tensor product of certain copies of the simple Virasoro VOA
1 1Ž . Ž .L , 0 . Recall that L , 0 is a rational VOA and has exactly three2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1Ž . Ž . Ž .irreducible modules, L , 0 , L , , and L , , where 0, , and are2 2 2 2 16 2 16
highest weights. Its fusion product is given as
1 1 1 1 1L , = L , s L , 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1L , = L , s L , ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 16 2 16
1 1 1 1 1 1 1L , = L , s L , 0 q L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 16 2 16 2 2 2
1Ž .and L , 0 acts as an identity.2
To simplify the notation, we often use the highest weight to denote the
module itself. For example, we shall denote
1L , 0Ž .0 2
I s I1 1 1 1 1 1ž / ž /2 2 L , L ,Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2
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and
1 1 1 1 1 1m s L , m L , .Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2 2 2
Moreover, we shall often use the notation
1 1= s 02 2
to denote the fusion product
1 1 1 1 1L , = L , s L , 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2 2
2.4. Twisted Modules
Ž w x. Ž .DEFINITION 2.10 cf. 5, 9 . Let V be a SVOA or VOA and let g be
an automorphism of V of finite order T. A g-twisted module M for V is a
C-graded vector space
M s @ Mlg C l
such that for each l g C,
dim M - ‘ and M s 0 for n g Z sufficiently smalll nql
and is equipped with a linear map
1r T y1r Tw xY , z : V “ End M z , zŽ .M
satisfying the following conditions: for any u, ¤ g V, w g M, and r g
ZrTZ,
Y ¤ , z s ¤ zyny1 for ¤ g V r ; 4Ž . Ž .ÝM n
ngrrTqZ
¤ w s 0 for l g Q sufficiently large; 5Ž .l
Y 1, z s 1; 6Ž . Ž .M
z y z1 2 u¤y1z d Y u , z Y ¤ , z y y1Ž . Ž . Ž .0 M 1 M 2ž /z0
yz q z2 1y1= z d Y ¤ , z Y u , zŽ . Ž .0 M 2 M 1ž /z0
yrrTz y z z y z1 2 1 0y1s z d Y Y u , z ¤ , z 7Ž . Ž .Ž .2 M 0 2ž / ž /z z0 2
if u g V r.
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Moreover, the operators
L s v for i g Z, i.e., Y v , z s L zyny2 ,Ž . Ýi iq1 M n
ngZ
will satisfy the conditions
1 3w xL , L s m y n L q m y m d c ; 8Ž . Ž . Ž .m n mqn mqn , 012
L w s nw s wt w w for w g M n g C ; 9Ž . Ž . Ž .0 n
d
Y L ¤ , z s Y ¤ , z . 10Ž . Ž . Ž .M y1 Mdz
This completes the definition.
Ž .Remark 2.11. Again, the twisted Jacobi identity 7 can be replaced by
the following commutativity and associativity:
1. Commutativity. For any u, ¤ g V,
n nu¤z y z Y u , z Y ¤ , z s y1 z y z Y ¤ , z Y u , zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 M 1 M 2 1 2 M 2 M 1
11Ž .
for n sufficiently large.
2. Associativity. For any u g V r, ¤ g V, and w g M,
kq rrTz q z Y Y u , z ¤ , z wŽ . Ž .Ž .2 0 M 0 2
kq rrTs z q z Y u , z q z Y ¤ , z w , 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 2 M 0 2 M 2
kq rr T Ž .where k is a nonnegative integer such that z Y u, z w involves onlyM
positive powers of z.
3. CODE VERTEX OPERATOR ALGEBRAS
In this section, we shall review the construction of code vertex operator
algebra. Some basic properties will also be mentioned. Details again can
w xbe found in Miyamoto 10, 11, 12 .
3.1. A Fock Space
w xAs in Miyamoto 12 , we shall first consider a Fock space constructed
from a lattice. We shall then study certain intertwining operators and
establish the corresponding commutativity and associativity.
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Ž .Let L s Z x be a lattice with x, x s 1. We shall view H s C m L asZ
a commutative Lie algebra and define the affine Lie algebra
Ã y1w xH s H t , t q Ck
by the bracket
w m n x w m xa m t , b m t s md a, b k and a m t , k s 0.Ž .mq n , 0
ÃH has a triangular decomposition,
Ã Ãq Ã0 ÃyH s H q H q H ,
Ã" n Ã0 0where H s [ H m t and H s H m t q Ck."ng Z
Ã0 ÃqLet C ? 1 be a one-dimensional H q H -module such that
Ãq 0H ? 1 s 0, H m t ? 1 s 0, and k ? 1 s 1.
We shall define
Ã q 0M 1 s U H m C ? 1.Ž . Ž . Ã ÃUŽH qH .
Then, as a vector space,
ÃyM 1 ( S H .Ž . Ž .
The Fock space of L is the space
V s [ M 1 m ea .Ž .L ag L
a Ž . a 0We shall denote V s M 1 m e , 1 s e , and define the vertex operators
Ž .Y , z as
a n a nŽ . Ž .
a yn yn a aY e , z s exp z exp z e z , a g Z x ,Ž . Ý Ýž / ž /yn yny qngZ ngZ
13Ž .
Y a y1 ? 1, z s a n zyny1 , 14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý
ngZ
and the vertex operators of other elements by the formula
n
Y a n ? ¤ , z s Res z y z Y a, z Y ¤ , zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Žz 0 1 00
na?¤y y1 yz q z Y ¤ , z Y a, z . 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž ..1 0 0
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1 2Ž .Let v s x y1 ? 1. Then, by a calculation similar to that of Frenkel2
w xet al. 7 , one can show the following:
Ž Ž . .PROPOSITION 3.1. V , Y , z , v, 1 is a SVOA with the e¤en partZ x
V s V and the odd part V s V . In particular, V is a VOA.0 2Z x 1 xq2Z x 2Z x
Ž . Ž .Remark 3.2. The vertex operators defined above in 13 ] 15 also act
Ž . aon the space V s [ M 1 m e . However, in this case, theZ x r2 ag Z x r2
Ž a . x x r2 1r2powers of z in Y e , z are no longer integers, as z ? e s z .
Ž .Now let us consider the space V . Using the action of Y , z , we canZ x r2
decompose V asZ x r2
V s V q V .Z x r2 Z x x r2qZ x
By Remark 3.2, V is not an untwisted V -module. Nevertheless, thex r2qZ x Z x
following still holds:
PROPOSITION 3.3. V is a g-twisted V -module, where g is anx r2qZ x Z x
automorphism of V defined as follows:Z x
< <g s 1 and g s y1.V V2 Z x xq2 Z x
ŽThe above proposition can be proved by straightforward but compli-
. w xcated calculations. We shall refer to Dong and Lepowsky 4 and Moss-
w xberg 13 for the details of the proof.
Remark 3.4. The Fock space V actually has a more general struc-Z x r2
Ž w xture, called a generalized vertex algebra cf. Dong and Lepowsky 4 and
w x. Ž .Mossberg 13 . In fact, the following generalized commutativity and
associativity are satisfied:
1. Commutativity.
Ž .ny a , bz y z Y u , z Y ¤ , zŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž .ny a , bs C a , b yz q z Y ¤ , z Y u , z , 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 2 1
a b Ž .where u g V , ¤ g V , and C a , b is induced by a cocycle defined on a
central extension of Z xr2.
2. Associativity.
Ž .ky a , gz q z Y Y u , z ¤ , z wŽ . Ž .Ž .2 0 0 2
Ž .ky a , gs z q z Y u , z q z Y ¤ , z w , 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 2 0 2 2
where u g V a, ¤ g V b, and w g Vg.
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1Ž .3.2. Decomposition of V as L , 0 -ModulesZ x r2 2
w xAs shown in Miyamoto 11 , V contains two mutually orthogonalZ x
conformal vectors:
2 21 1 1 11 2 x y2 x 2 2 x y2 xv s x y1 q e q e and v s x y1 y e q e .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4 4 4 4
It is also known that v1 and v 2 are rational, i.e., the subVOA generated
1i i² : Ž .by v , denoted by v , is isomorphic to the rational VOA L , 0 .2
² 1: ² 2:Let T s v m v . The space V becomes a T-module. As aZ x r2
vector space, we can decompose V as follows:Z x r2
V s V q VZ x r2 Z x x r2qZ x
s V q V q V q V .2Z x xq2Z x x r2q2Z x yx r2q2Z x
By comparing the dimension of the weight spaces, it is easy to see that
1 1 1 1 1 1V ( L , 0 m L , 0 q L , m L , , 18Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2Z x 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1V ( L , 0 m L , q L , m L , 0 , 19Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .xq2Z x 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1V ( L , m L , , 20Ž .Ž . Ž .x r2q2Z x 2 16 2 16
1 1 1 1V ( L , m L , 21Ž .Ž . Ž .yx r2q2Z x 2 16 2 16
Ž .as T-modules. By restricting the vertex operator Y , z to the correspond-
ing space in the VOA V , we shall obtain the intertwining operators:2Z x
a m a1 20m0, a ma1 2 <J , z s Y , z g I ,Ž . Ž . 0m0 ž /0 m 0 a m a1 2
0 m 01 1 1 1m , m2 2 2 2J , z g I ,Ž . 1 1 1 1m mž /2 2 2 2
1 1m1 1 1 1 16 16m , m2 2 16 16J , z g I .Ž . 1 1 1 1ž /m m2 2 16 16
Since V is a VOA and V and V are V -modules, the2Z x x r2q2Z x yx r2q2Z x 2Z x
commutativity and the associativity hold; i.e., for any u, ¤ g V ,2Z x
n
z y z J u , z J ¤ , z y J ¤ , z J u , z s 0 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2 2 1
for n sufficiently large, and
k kz q z J J u , z ¤ , z w s z q z J u , z q z J ¤ , z w 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 2
for any u, ¤ g V and w g V .2Z x Z x r2
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Now by considering the action of V on V and V ,xq2Z x x r2q2Z x yx r2q2Z x
we shall also obtain the intertwining operators:
1 1m1 1 1 16 16m0 , m2 16 16J , z g I ,Ž . 1 1 1ž /m 0 m2 16 16
1 1m1 1 1 16 160m , m2 16 16J , z g I .Ž . 1 1 1ž /0 m m2 16 16
Note that the powers of z in these two intertwining operators are half-in-
tegers. Moreover, these two intertwining operators permute the modules
V and V . As we mentioned before, V s V qx r2q2Z x yx r2q2Z x x r2qZ x x r2q2Z x
V is a twisted V -module. One will also obtain the commutativityyx r2q2Z x Z x
and associativity: for any u, ¤ g V ,Z x
n u¤z y z J u , z J ¤ , z y y1 J ¤ , z J u , z s 0 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2 2 1
for n sufficiently large, and
kq ir2z q z J J u , z ¤ , z wŽ . Ž .Ž .2 0 0 2
kq ir2s z q z J u , z q z J ¤ , z w 25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 2 0 2 2
for any u g V i, i s 0, 1, ¤ g V 0 or V 1, and w g V or V ,x r2q2Z x yx r2q2Z x
where V 0 s V and V 1 s V .2Z x xq2Z x
3.3. A Minimal SVOA
1Ž .In this section, we shall find a SVOA M ; V such that M ( L , 0 [Z x 2
1 1Ž .L , .2 2
Ž . Ž .Based on 18 ] 21 , the Fock space
V s V q VZ x 2Z x xq2Z x
1 1 1 1 1 1( L , 0 m L , 0 q L , m L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1q L , 0 m L , q L , m L , 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2 2 2
Let u be the automorphism of V induced from y1 on L s Z x. By aZ x
simple calculation,
1 1 1 1 1uV ( L , 0 m L , 0 q L , m L , 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Z x 2 2 2 2 2
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Define
u < 2M s ¤ g V v ¤ s 0 . 4Z x 1
Then, M becomes a SVOA with the Virasoro element v1 and M (
1 1 1 1Ž . Ž . ² :L , 0 [ L , as v -modules. Thus, we have the theorem.2 2 2
Ž w x.THEOREM 3.5 Theorem 3.3 of 11 . There is a simple ¤ertex operator
1Ž .superalgebra M : V such that the e¤en part M ( L , 0 and the odd partZ x 0 2
1 1 11 2Ž . Ž .M ( L , . Moreo¤er, the Virasoro element of M is v s x y11 2 2 4
1 12 x y2 x 2 2 2Ž . Ž .q e q e , and for any ¤ g M, v ? ¤ s 0, where v s x y114 4
1 2 x y2 xŽ .y e q e .4
1 1 1 1Ž . Ž .By restricting ¤ in M ( L , s L , m 1 ; V and taking the1 Z x2 2 2 2
2 Ž .eigenspaces of v , the operator J ¤ , z , given in Section 3.2, defines the
following intertwining operators:
1
1 2, 02I , z g I , 26Ž . Ž .1ž /02
01 1,2 2I , z g I , 27Ž . Ž .1 1ž /2 2
1
1 1 16,2 16I , z g I . 28Ž . Ž .1 1ž /2 16
1Ž .Similarly, by restriction to M ( L , 0 , we obtain the operators0 2
00, 0I , z g I , 29Ž . Ž .ž /0 0
1
1 20, 2I , z g I , 30Ž . Ž .1ž /0 2
1
1 160, 16I , z g I , 31Ž . Ž .1ž /0 16
11² : Ž .which are actually the module vertex operators of the VOA v ( L , 0 .2
Ž .Using these intertwining operators, the operator J ¤ , z defined in Section
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3.2 can be written as
1 00m0, 1r16m1r16 0, 1r16 0, 1r16J u m ¤ , z s m I u , z m I ¤ , zŽ . Ž . Ž .ž /0 1
J 1r2m1r2, 1r16m1r16 u m ¤ , zŽ .
1 0 1r2, 1r16 1r2, 1r16s m I u , z m I ¤ , zŽ . Ž .ž /0 y1
0 11r2m0, 1r16m1r16 1r2, 1r16 0, 1r16J u m ¤ , z s m I u , z m I ¤ , zŽ . Ž . Ž .ž /1 0
J 0m1r2, 1r16m1r16 u m ¤ , zŽ .
0 1 0, 1r16 1r2, 1r16s m I u , z m I ¤ , z .Ž . Ž .ž /y1 0
w xBy using an argument similar to that in 12 or by direct calculations, we
U ,U Ž .can see that I , z satisfies supercommutativity. Therefore, the tensor
U ,U Ž .product mI , z will also satisfy the corresponding supercommutativ-
ity.
Next, we shall consider the associativity. Again, by using direct calcula-
i i 1a , b i iŽ .  4tions, one can show that I , z will satisfy associativity if a , b g 0, ,2
1 1Ž .i.e., if no component of L , is involved.2 16
0, 1r16 1r2, 1r16 Ž .Now let us consider the operators I and I . By Eq. 25 , we
have
kq1r2 1 2 1 2 1 2z q z J J u m u , z ¤ m ¤ , z w m wŽ . Ž .Ž .2 0 0 2
kq1r2 1 2 1 2 1 2s z q z J u m u , z q z J ¤ m ¤ , z w m w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 2 0 2 2
1 1 11 2 1 2 1 2for any u m u g m 0, ¤ m ¤ g 0 m 0, and w m w g m .2 16 16
On the other hand,
J J u1 m u2 , z ¤ 1 m ¤ 2 , z w1 m w2Ž .Ž .0 2
0 1 1r2, 1r16s m Iž /1 0
m I 0, 1r16 I 1r2, 0 m I 0, 0 u1 m u2 , z ¤ 1 m ¤ 2 , z w1 m w2Ž .Ž .0 2
and
J u1 m u2 , z q z J ¤ 1 m ¤ 2 , z w1 m w2Ž . Ž .0 2 2
0 1 1r2, 1r16 0, 1r16 1 2s m I m I u m u , z q zŽ .Ž .0 2ž /1 0
I 0, 1r16 m I 0, 1r16 ¤ 1 m ¤ 2 , z w1 m w2 .Ž .Ž .2
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0, 1r16 ² 1:Since I is the module vertex operator of v , we have
n 0, 1r16 0, 0 2 2 2z q z I I u , z ¤ , z wŽ . Ž .Ž .2 0 0 2
n 0, 1r16 2 0, 1r16 2 2s z q z I u , z q z I ¤ , z wŽ . Ž . Ž .0 2 0 2 2
for some large n. Thus, we shall obtain
mq 1r2 1r2, 1r16 1r2, 0 1 1 1z q z I I u , z ¤ , z wŽ . Ž .Ž .2 0 0 2
mq 1r2 1r2, 1r16 1 0, 1r16 1 1s z q z I u , z q z I ¤ , z w 32Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 2 0 2 2
for some large m. Similarly, we can also show that
mq 1r2 1r2, 1r16 1r2, 1r2 1 1 1z q z I I u , z ¤ , z wŽ . Ž .Ž .2 0 0 2
mq 1r2 1r2, 1r16 1 1r2, 1r16 1 1s z q z I u , z q z I ¤ , z w 33Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 2 0 2 2
for some large m.
Ž i. nFor any code word a s a g Z , let us denote2
< <a ’ a mod 2,
i.e.,
0 if a is an even word
a s ½ 1 if a is an odd word.
Ž i. Ž i. nPROPOSITION 3.6. Let a s a , b s b g Z . Then, the intertwining2
operator mIU ,U will satisfy the associati¤ity:
i i i ikqar2 Ža qb .r2, 1r16 a r2, b r2z q z m I mI u , z ¤ , z wŽ . Ž .Ž .2 0 0 2
i ikqar2 a r2, 1r16 b r2, 1r16s z q z mI u , z q z mI ¤ , z wŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 2 0 2 2
1 1for a sufficiently large k, where u g M , ¤ g M , and w g m ??? m .a b 16 16
Ž i. Ž s nys.Proof. Without loss, we may assume a s 1 0 .
If a is even, we shall divide the coordinates into the sets
 4  4  4  41, 2 , 3, 4 , . . . , s y 1, s , s q 1, . . . , n .
By using the operators J 1r2m1r2, 1r16m1r16, I 0, 1r16, and their corresponding
associativity, we shall obtain the associativity
k i i i iŽa qb .r2, 1r16 a r2, b r2z q z mI mI u , z ¤ , z wŽ . Ž .Ž .ž /2 0 0 2
k i ia r2, 1r16 b r2, 1r16s z q z mI u , z q z mI ¤ , z w.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 2 0 2 2
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If a is odd, then we shall divide the coordinate into the sets
 4  4  4  4  41, 2 , 3, 4 , . . . , s y 2, s y 1 , s , s q 1, . . . , n .
Ž . Ž .By 32 and 33 , we have the associativity:
kq1r2 i i i iŽa qb .r2, 1r16 a r2, b r2z q z mI mI u , z ¤ , z wŽ . Ž .Ž .ž /2 0 0 2
kq1r2 i ia r2, 1r16 b r2, 1r16s z q z mI u , z q z mI ¤ , z w.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 2 0 2 2
Hence, we have the desired result.
3.4. Definition of a Code VOA
ŽWe shall recall the definition of a Code VOA in this section see
w x .Miyamoto 11 for more details .
1 1 1Ž . Ž .Let M ( L , 0 [ L , be the SVOA obtained in Theorem 3.5. We2 2 2
shall consider a tensor product of n-copies of M:
V s mn M , M ( M .i iis1
V is a super vertex operator algebra with the structure induced by M. We
ÃŽ .shall denote the vertex operator of V by Y , z . For each codeword
Ž .d s d , . . . , d of length n, we take a subspace1 n
nÃM s m M .d dis1 i
Ž w x. Ž .LEMMA 3.7 Lemma 4.1 and 4.2 of 11 . Let d s d , . . . , d and1 n
Ã ÃŽ .g s g , . . . , g be codewords. Then, for all u g M and ¤ g M , we ha¤e1 n d g
Ãu ¤ g M for all m g Z.m dqg
Moreo¤er, they satisfy the supercommutati¤ity
n Ž .d , gÃ Ã Ã Ãz y z Y u , z Y ¤ , z y y1 Y ¤ , z Y u , z s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /1 2 1 2 2 1
To construct VOA, we shall modify the code by its central extension so
that ordinary commutativity will be satisfied.
Ž .Let n be the word 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0 whose ith entry is 1 and whose otheri
entries are all 0. Let en i, i s 1, . . . , n, be formal symbols such that
en i ? en i s 1 and en i ? en i s yen j ? en i if i / j. 34Ž .
For any codeword a g Zn, we can write2
a s n q ??? qn with n - ??? - n 35Ž .i i i ik 1 k
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and define
ea s en i1 . . . en ik . 36Ž .
Then, we can obtain
Ž w x. nLEMMA 3.8 cf. Miyamoto 12 . For any a , b g Z ,2
Ž .a , b b a < < < <y1 e e if a b is e¤enŽ .
a be e s Ž .a , b b a½ < < < <y y1 e e if a b is odd.Ž .
Let
Ã dM s [ M m eŽ .D dd g D
and define a new vertex operator Y by
b Ã bY ¤ m e , z s Y ¤ , z m e .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.9 Miyamoto . For e¤ery e¤en binary code D, M , Y is aD
simple VOA with v m e0 as the Virasoro element and 1 m e0 as the ¤acuum.
We shall call this VOA a code VOA.
w xAs remarked by Miyamoto 11 , if the code D contains codewords of odd
Ž .weight, the vertex operator Y , z will still satisfy the supercommutativity
Ž .cf. Lemma 3.8
n < < < <d gz y z Y u , z Y ¤ , z y y1 Y ¤ , z Y u , z s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /1 2 1 2 2 1
Therefore, we also have the following theorem:
Ž .nTHEOREM 3.10. M , Y, v, 1 is a SVOA.Z 2
DEFINITION 3.11. Let b be a codeword. The linear map g : M “ MD D
defined by the formula
Ž .a , bg u s y1 u for any u g MŽ . Ž . a
is an automorphism of M . The above automorphism is called an innerD
automorphism of M defined by b.D
4. REPRESENTATION OF CODE VOA, MD
In this section, the representation of M will be studied. We shallD
w xbasically follow the approach of Miyamoto in 12 . In particular, we shall
w xuse the theory of induced modules developed in 5, 12 .
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4.1. M -ModulesD
 1 n4 1 nLet e , . . . , e be a coordinate set of M ; i.e., e , . . . , e are theD
1Ž .Virasoro elements of the SVOA M , . . . , M , respectively. Let L , 0 s1 n i 2
n 1i² : Ž .e and T s m L , 0 .i 2is1
Suppose X is an irreducible M -module. Then, as a T-module,D
1 1i i1 nX s [ L , h m ??? m L , h .Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2i
1 11 n 1 nÄ ÄŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž .DEFINITION 4.1. Define t L , h m ??? m L , h s h , . . . , h gÄ 2 2
Zn such that2
10 if h s 0 ori 2iÄh s 1½ 1 if h s .i 16
1 1Ž . Ž .We shall call this word the t-word of L , h m ??? m L , h .1 n2 2
1Ž .By the fusion of L , 0 , the t-words of all irreducible T-submodules of2
X are the same. Thus, we can also define the t-word of X by
1 11 nt X s t L , h m ??? m L , h ,Ž .Ä Ä Ž .Ž .Ž .2 2
1 11 nŽ . Ž .where L , h m ??? m L , h is an irreducible T-submodule of X.2 2
ŽThe following proposition is an easy consequence of the fusion rule cf.
w x.3, 12 :
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let D be an e¤en code and X be an irreducible module
Ž .of M . Then, t X is orthogonal to D.ÄD
Now, we shall give more details about the structure of X.
Ã k < Ž .4  < 4Let K s a g D a : t X and K s "e k g K be the central ex-Ä
Ž . Ž .tension of K by "1 as defined by 34 ] 36 . Let M ; M be a subVOAK D
and U be an irreducible M -submodule of X. Then, by the fusion ofK
1Ž .L , 0 , all irreducible T-submodules of U are isomorphic. In fact, the2
following holds:
Ž .THEOREM 4.3 Miyamoto . Let X be an irreducible M -module and letD
 i < 4X i s 1, . . . , k be the set of all nonisomorphic irreducible T-submodules of
Ã i 0 ÃX. Then, there are irreducible K-modules Q on which ye g K acts as y1
and
X s mk Qi m X iŽ .is1
as M -modules.K
ÃRemark 4.4. Since K is a direct product of an abelian group and an
Ã 0Ž .extraspecial 2-group, every irreducible K character f with f ye s y1
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is induced from a linear character x of a maximal abelian normal sub-
Ãgroup H. Therefore, it may be more natural to study the decomposition of
X as M -modules, where H ; K is a subcode such that the centralH
Ã a Ã < 4extension H s "e a g H is a maximal abelian normal subgroup of K.
4.2. Induced Modules
Next, we shall construct some irreducible M -modules by using theD
w xmethod of induced modules developed by Dong and Lin 5 and Miyamoto
w x12 .
H  < 4Let b g D and K s a g D a : b . Let H be a maximal self-or-b
Ã a < 4thogonal subcode of K . Then, H s "e a g H is a maximal abelianb
Ã Ãnormal subgroup of K . Take a linear irreducible character x : H “ "1b
0 ÃŽ .with x ye s y1 and define a 1-dimensional H-module F by thex
action
eap s x ea p for p g F , a g H .Ž . x
1 1 1i iŽ Ž ..For any h g 0, , , i s 1, . . . , n, with t mL , h s b , we defineÄ2 16 2
1 iU s m L , h m F .Ž . x2i
Then, U becomes an M -module with the vertex operator defined byH
Y mui m ea , z s mn I ai r2 , hi ui , z m x ea ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . is1
i Ž . Ž w x.where u g M and a g H see Miyamoto 12 . We shall denote thisa ii
ŽŽ i. . Ž i.M -module by U h , x or U h m F .H x
Next, we shall construct an M -module from U by using the method ofD
induced modules.
 Ž i.4 sLet b s b be a transversal of H in D andj j js1
biji b jX s [ U h = m e m F ,Ãž /H xb g D r H ½ 5j ž /2
where hi = bir2 denotes the fusion product. We shall denote the space X
by Ind D U. Note that X does not depend on the choice of the transversalH
of H in D and X is an M -module.H
w xThe following results are proved by Miyamoto 12 .
THEOREM 4.5. Ind D U is an M -module withH D
Y ug m eg , z s mI ug , z m eg for any g g DŽ . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .where I is the operators defined in 26 ] 31 .
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ŽŽ i. .THEOREM 4.6. For any irreducible M -module X, there is a pair h , xD
such that
X s Ind D U hi , x ,Ž .Ž .Ž .H
Ž . ŽŽ i..where t X s t h s b , x is a linear character of H, and H is a maximalÄ Ä
 < 4self-orthogonal subcode of K s a g D a : b . Moreo¤er, the structure of
the M -module X is uniquely determined by an irreducible M -submodule ofD H
X.
Ž w x.Remark 4.7. It is also known that M is rational see 3, 12 . In otherD
words, all M -modules are completely reducible.D
w xWe shall also need the following result of Miyamoto 12 about the
fusion rule of M .D
Ž .THEOREM 4.8. Let X be an irreducible M -module with t X s b. Then,ÄD
the tensor product M m X is an irreducible M -module. Furthermore, if baqD D
is orthogonal to a , then all intertwining operators of type
M m XaqDž /M XaqD
Ž .ww y1 xx Ž .ww 1r2are in Hom X, M m X z, z and in Hom X, M m X z ,aqD aqD
y1r2 xxz if b is not orthogonal to a .
5. TWISTED REPRESENTATION
Ž Ž i..We have mentioned that if t L h is orthogonal to the code D, thenÄ
D Ž Ž i ..we can construct an M -module Ind U h , x by using the method ofD H
induced modules. In this section, we shall show that the induced module is
Ž Ž i..still well defined even if t L h is not orthogonal to D. In this case, theÄ
D Ž ŽŽ i. ..induced module Ind U h , x is a g-twisted M -module for some innerH D
automorphism g of M .D
5.1. Twisted M -ModulesD
Let D be an even binary code and let M be the code VOA con-D
structed as in Section 4. Pick a word b g Zn and consider the subcode2
< 4K s a g D a : b .b
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Ž .Since D is an even code, K is also an even code and K , b s 0.b b
Let H be a maximal self-orthogonal subcode of K and let g s g beb b
an inner automorphism of M such thatD
Ž .a , bg u s g u s y1 u , if u g M .Ž . Ž . Ž .b a
 <Ž . 4 < < Ž . gLet C s a g D a , b s 0 . Then DrC s 2 and M s M .D C
1 1 i 4 Ž Ž ..For any h g 0, , , i s 1, . . . , n with t L h s b and any irre-Äi 2 16
Ž 0.ducible linear character x : H “ "1 with x ye s y1, we define
1i iU s U h , x s m L , h m FŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . x2i
Ž .as in the last section. Note that U is still an M -module as H, b s 0.H
We also define the induced module of U by
bijD i b jInd U s [ U h = , e m FÃH H xŽ b .g D r Hj ž /ž /2
and we define the vertex operator by the formula
Y ug m eg , z s mI ug , z m eg for any g g D.Ž . Ž .Ž .
Although it is not an untwisted M -module due to Proposition 4.2, it isD
clearly an M -module. In fact,C
g i
D i C i C i gInd U h , F s Ind U h , F [ Ind U h = , e m F ,Ž . ÃŽ .Ž .H x H x H H xž /2
Ž i.where g s g g D y C. By definition, it is not difficult to see that the
Ž .vertex operator Y u, z , u g M , a g D y C permutes the componentsa
C Ž Ž i .. C Ž i i g .Ind U h , F and Ind U h = g r2, e m F . The following is theÃH x H H x
main theorem of this paper.
D Ž .THEOREM 5.1. Ind U is a g-twisted M -module, whereH D
Ž .a , bg u s g u s y1 u if u g M , a g D.Ž . Ž . Ž .b a
Proof. We shall prove commutativity and associativity.
U ,U Ž .Since the operators I , z satisfy supercommutativity, the tensor
U ,U Ž .product mI , z will also satisfy supercommutativity. Combining with
a Ž g g . Ž Ž g .. gthe action of e , we can see that Y u m e , z s mI u , z m e will
satisfy the desired commutativity.
Next, we shall show associativity. Without loss, we may assume b s
ŽŽ i.. Ž s nys.t h s 1 0 . Then, for any g g D,Ä
Y ug m eg , z s mI ug , z m egŽ . Ž .Ž .
s ms I m mn I ug , z m eg .Ž .Ž . Ž .is1 issq1
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Ž s . Ž n .Since both m I and m I satisfy associativity by Proposition 3.6,is1 issq1
the tensor product also satisfies associativity. Thus, we have the desired
associativity.
Next, we shall show that all irreducible g-twisted M -modules can beD
obtained by using induced modules.
THEOREM 5.2. Let g be an inner automorphism of M . Let X be anD
irreducible g-twisted M -module. Then there exists a self-orthogonal subcode HD
of D such that
X s IndD U hi , xŽ .H
1 1i Ã 4for some h g 0, , , i s 1, . . . , n, and linear character x : H “ "1 with2 16
Ž 0.x ye s y1.
Proof. Since g is an inner automorphism,
Ž .a , gg u s g u s y1 u for u g M , a g D.Ž . Ž . Ž .g a
Let
<C s a g D a , g s 0 4Ž .
and
< < 4C s a g D a f C s a g D a , g / 0 . 4Ž .
gŽ .Then M s M q M and M s M .D C C D C
w xBy a lemma in Dong and Lin 5 , X can be decomposed as two
irreducible M -modules, namelyC
X s X 1 [ X 2 .
By Theorem 4.6,
X 1 s IndC U hi , xŽ .H
X 2 s IndC U hX i , x XŽ .H
Ž i . Ž X i X .for some h , x and h , x .
Ž i. Ž .Let a s a g D y C. Then the vertex operator Y u, z , u g M , willa
Ž i . 1 Ž i i a . 2map U h , x ; X to U h = a r2, e m F ; X . By Theorem 4.6, weÃH x
know that the M -module structure of X 2 is uniquely determined by anC
M -submodule of X 2. Thus,H
a i
2 C i aX ( Ind U h = , e m F .ÃH H xž /2
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Hence,
a i
C i C i aX s Ind U h , x [ Ind U h = , e m FŽ . ÃH H H xž /2
biji b js [ U h = , e m FÃH xŽ b .g Cr Hj ž /ž /ž /2
biji b j[ [ U h = , e m FÃH xŽ b .g aqCr Hj ž /ž /ž /2
biji b js [ U h = , e m FÃH xŽ b .g D r Hj ž /ž /2
s IndD U hi , x .Ž .H
Thus, we have proved the theorem.
w xCombining the above theorem with the results of Miyamoto in 12 , we
have the following:
1 1 4THEOREM 5.3. Let M be a code VOA and let h g 0, , , i s 1, . . . , n,D i 2 16
ŽŽ i..such that b s t h . Define K and H as abo¤e. For any linear characterÄ b
Ã 0Ž .x : H “ "1 with x ye s y1, let
X s IndD U hi , x .Ž .H
Ž .Then X is an untwisted M -module if b , D s 0 or X is an g-twistedD
M -module withD
Ž .a , bg u s y1 u for all u g M , a g D ,Ž . Ž . a
Ž .if b , D / 0.
Finally, we shall show that M is g-rational.D
THEOREM 5.4. Let g be an inner automorphism of M . Then M isD D
g-rational.
Proof. We shall show that every indecomposable g-twisted M -moduleD
is irreducible.
Let U be an indecomposable g-twisted M -module and suppose W is anD
irreducible g-twisted M -submodule of U with W m U.D
 < Ž . 4Let C s a g D g u s u if u g M and pick a g f C. Take an x g Wa
with minimal weight and define
W 0 s M ? x and W 1 s M ? x .C gqC
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w x 0 1Then, by a theorem in page 181 of 5 , W and W are irreducible
M -modules andC
W s W 0 q W 1.
Since M is a rational VOA, we can writeC
U s W 0 [ W 1 [ N 0 [ ??? [ N k ,
where N i are irreducible M -modules.C
Let R be a g-twisted M -module generated by N 0. Then, by a lemmaD
w xon page 181 of 5 ,
< 0R s span u ¤ u g M , ¤ g N 4n D
s M = N 0 [ M = N 0C gqC
s N 0 [ M = N 0 .gqC
By Theorem 4.8, M = N 0 is an irreducible M -module. Thus, asgqC C
M -modules,C
W l R m R .
However, by the assumption, W is an irreducible g-twisted M -module.D
Therefore,
W l R s 0.
This contradicts the assumption that U is indecomposable.
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